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SCENE AROUND in EDINBURGH, GLASGOW, DUNDEE and ABERDEEN

Garry Otton POKES some CHRISTIAN THUGS
EASTER SUNDAY 27TH MARCH
EGGSTRAVAGANT FUNDRAISER
WITH SAMANTHA SWALLOWS
2PM – 7PM KARAOKE
7PM – 1PM DJ CHRIS
9PM – LATE PARTY WITH PRIDE
HOSTED BY SAMANTHA SWALLOWS
NINA SPARKLE, TITTY GALORE
AND MEL B

TREASURE HUNT
FROM HABANA STARTS 1PM
SEE CALLUM FOR MAPS

GORDON AND STAFF WITH THEIR FABULOUS CHEQUE FOR £2000 WHICH WAS GIVEN TO PETER GIBSON IN AID OF THE CHILDREN’S ORPHANAGE IN NONGKAI NORTHERN THAILAND

*MONDAY*
ENJOY A COCKTAIL WITH ALAN & CO. AT OUR BUSY COCKTAIL NIGHT

*TUESDAY*
PARTY AT HABANA AND GET IN THE MOOD FOR VIBE

*WEDNESDAY*
IT’S COCKTAIL NIGHT AGAIN!

*THURSDAY*
KARAOKE – ALL YOUR FAVORITE TUNES WITH SAMANTHA SWALLOWS

*FRIDAY/SATURDAY*
BOOGIE WITH DJ CHRIS ON THE DECKS
Whether you are buying or selling a house, need a Will drawn up, Investment Advice or are bereaved and need help winding up an estate and want a gay solicitor to do the work, call Donald Reid.

19 Torphichen Street, Edinburgh, EH3 8HX
Tel: 0131-228 2828
Fax: 0131-228 2861
E-mail: dr@vmh.co.uk
Web Address: http://www.vmh.co.uk/

RISE

THE capsule for improved male sexual performance that WON’T let you down
For LONGER and HARDER erections

100% Herbal  100% Safe

1000’s of satisfied customers worldwide

£4.00 per capsule
£35.00 for ten capsules
£65.00 for twenty capsules

ORDER NOW Tel: 01255 507966
for immediate dispatch

Most major Credit/Debit cards accepted.

Or by post to BlueHeaven Products Ltd
PO Box 8827 Harwich CO12 4WY

All orders sent by recorded delivery unless otherwise requested. Cheques/postal orders made to BlueHeaven Products Ltd. For payment by cheque please allow 21 days for clearance/delivery.

UK-wide Virtual Chat and Date
Up to 120 OnLine NOW!
Swap messages with other callers OnLine NOW!
0909 973 5512
Calls cost just £1/minute.
ScotsGay, P.O. Box 666, Edinburgh, EH7 5YW

Let’s Live Abroad!

WIDEST RANGE OF PROPERTIES in
SPAIN
&
GRAN CANARIA

VILLAS, TOWNHouses, APARTMENTS FROM 90,000 EUROS
MORTGAGES AVAILABLE
EXHIBITIONS ACROSS SCOTLAND
www.letsliveabroad.com
Can’t attend? For free brochure call
0845 22 55 777
MENS CARE

UK LTD

The Latest Treatments From The UK’s Number 1, Most Respected Online Private Clinic. Latest Treatments Medically Proven Guaranteed Next Day Delivery

Impotence, Hair Loss, Weight Loss

Tel: 01889 569467 OR 01889 569178
FAX: 01889 562036

You Can Also Order Online @
www.Mencare.co.uk
www.Ladiescare.co.uk
Email: Menscare@dial.pipex.com

OR SIMPLY SEND A SELF-ADDRESSED ENVELOPE TO:
MENS CARE, PO BOX 1196, UTTOXETER
STAFFORDSHIRE ST14 7SD
ALL MAJOR CREDIT AND DEBIT CARDS ACCEPTED.

Get Bigger Breasts – Instantly
www.BustBoosterWorldwide.com

Natural Pills For a Much Larger Penis
www.MaximizeUK.com

Scotland’s Top Escorts!

Scotland’s Longest Established Escort Service

Anton
Darren

Tom
Reece

These are just a few of the 30+ guys on our website. New Escorts wanted now.

www.ScotsGuys.com

The Best Selection of the Hottest Escorts in Scotland at Affordable Rates! Our Guys are Professional, Friendly and Discreet.

0844 417 0134

Scotland’s only gay licenced sex shop

Mon - Fri 11-7
Sat 11-6 / Sun 1-5

Q-Store Ltd
5 Barony St
(Next to Blue Moon)
Edin. EH3 6PD
0131 477 4756
Hi folks, it’s good to be back after going AWOL!

Firstly, can those of you who think I called the BBT Ball “The Bitchboard Ball” please get off my back as it had fuck all to do with me. (I’ll come clean: it was me, Ed.) If I wanted to call the switchboard anything (which I wouldn’t as I feel they do a worthwhile job) I would and would not be ashamed of it. If any one has a gripe, please do not approach me in the street and moan at me ‘cos frankly, none of you actually like me or the organisation - it is just yet another excuse for you to whinge about something. (Ooh. Get her! Ed.)

Anyone manage to go and see Kylie? I was privileged enough to have front row seats and was surprised at the performance. It was very Madonna-esque – surprise.

Kylie? I was privileged enough to get her! Ed.)

One club I always manage to forget is the fucking fab BOOTY-LUSHOUS which is held every Sun @ Medina. The night offers a mix of Disco, Soul, Fuck and RnB. The next special date will be Easter Sunday on 27th Mar and will be an end of term fancy dress party with prizes for the naughty Easter bunnies.

Jery is still Edinburgh’s most successful club night held monthly @ the Venue. The usual line up of DJs are on offer including Maggie and Alan Joy, Trendy Wendy, Sally F, and Brett King. The club is on 11-3am and the cost is £8 before midnight and £10 after.

Disco Bloodbath is Edinburgh’s most popular alternative night held alternative Wednesdays @ eGo playing Indie, Punk, and Rock with a selection of DJs on offer. Entry is £3 and doors open at 11pm. Next dates are 6th and 20th of Apr, 4th and 18th May and 1st June.

Wee Alan
E-mail: weealan@drink.demon.co.uk

Justin Milne adds:
Our front cover shows the brave Colin and Ryan who went on a sponsored skydive to raise cash for Habana’s Tsunami Appeal – thanks to Edward Bell for the pic. It all nearly didn’t happen because the minibus from Habana, after a pleasant afternoon delving into the fleshpots of St Andrews, arrived outside RAF Leuchars. Wrong airfield, old chap – you should be at Anstruther!

A shame that after the lengthy write-up in the last ScotsGay, new club Shame has been pulled by the organisers. Oh well, with that and the loss of the Townhouse, Edinburgh is the poorer.

I hear that the first Absolutely Dragulous at The Claremont was such a success with the TV/TG crowd and their friends (see pics above) that they’ve been asked back on a regular basis – every 3rd Fri and 5th Sat, in fact.

Just a reminder that Burly’s first Edinburgh event will be taking place in the depths of Soggy Leith at The Commplex on Fri 25th Mar. £7 door charge (includes donation to Waverley Care). It’s aimed at a 25+ crowd – so, no twinks please (unless you’re badly behaved and look older!).

If you recover from that in time – don’t forget the Pride Scotia Fundraiser at Habana from 4pm until late. Lots of Eastery things – free crème eggs, karaoke, drag racing, etc. Whilst on the subject of drag: Samantha has been Spitting at her billing in last month’s mag. Apparently, she Swallows. Anyway, I gather that the highlight of the evening will be our Editor losing 10 years worth of hair in a sponsored shaving spree. He was also offering to have his chest waxed and get even keener when his bf said he’d leave him if he did – but changed his mind when it was pointed out that it could be a teensy weensie bit painful!

E-mail: justin@scotsgay.co.uk
Burly settled down to its regular date of the first Friday of the month in the Arches in March. And despite it being a freezing night outside, the Burly guys created heat inside. The usual crew were joined by a big influx of new members - all very much made welcome. The traditional Burly vibe of good music, great lights, horny images and friendliness was maintained and guys were talking about the new event in the Complex in Edinburgh on 25th Mar. Next Arches night is Fri 1st April.

Salutations and felicitations gentle folk. Well here it is folks, my last column on the Glasgow Gay scene. “At long last”, I hear you cry! But fear not, I shall return in another guise. To be honest, I never thought it would run for this long. But two and a half years is enough of one particular view on anyone as much as it is to anyone else. I will continue my coverage of the alternative side to life in Glasgow and Scotland in general, talking about the new event in the region of 30,000 words over 32 columns, a surprise to myself as much as it is to anyone else. I will continue my coverage of the alternative side to life in Glasgow and Scotland in general, taking in the Edinburgh fetish scene amongst others. The many clubs offer a safe space for people from all walks of life to explore their self-expression and sexuality, something I believe is important for all of us to have the opportunity to do.

Meantime, on with the motley, the usual round up of clubs, pubs and events. First up is the next club BURLY in Glasgow, it will take place on 1st Apr at The Arches. Tickets will be £8 for members and £10 for non-members. The theme is “sportwear” so definitely a night for all you rugger buggers! It all “kicks off” at 10.30pm and the final whistle will be at 3am. DJ Hi-Fi Sean and Davy Miller will be spinning the records and the usual dress code applies. Also planned is a “Uniform” theme for May. They plan to have a “shoe shine boy” and “barber” offering haircuts and perhaps a tattoo artist. So plenty of notice for all you budding costume makers.

Next up ‘The Cube’ presents Passionality every Mon night. A night of pop, chart & dance music. Doors open 11.30pm to 3am. Entry is £3 or £2 with a flyer. Also FUN is on every Tue with DJs Shawn Roberts and Shazza Hallwell. Doors open 11.30pm to 3am. Entry is £3 all night. 34-44 Queen Street, Glasgow.

The next club ‘Rebound’ is on Sat 16th April at their new venue, the Penthouse Suite of the Brunswick Hotel, 106-108 Brunswick Street (off Ingram Street) - 5 mins walk from George Square and Queen Street Station. Rebound is ideal for those who like their perversions served straight with a twist! Doors open at 8pm and close at 2am, The entrance fee is £10 on the door, which includes a buffet, Spanish Tapas style, very tasty! Dress code is fetish and/or black, changing facilities are available. Also available is a professional make up artist for TV/TS and anyone else wishing to get their make up done.

Club Allure takes place every Wed from 11.30pm until 3am at The Tunnel, 84 Mitchell Street. Entry is £3 or (£2 with text message) and the night features DJ Darren playing all the best Pop, R’n’B and Dance. A top class sound and light system, HUGE dance floor and fantastic drinks prices, this is the only place to be seen on a Wed Night.

Along with these specific club nights are of course the usual suspects offering a variety of experiences from the traditional pubs like the Victoria Bar on the Bridgegait, who offer a warm atmosphere and a decent pint of real ale, to the hot sweaty dance clubs like the Cube for those who just do not want the weekend to finish and for those of you looking for something to do during the day, there is of course the CCA or the Tron Theatre. Or you can always drop into The Revolver Bar on John Street or visit the Waterloo. Or maybe you fancy dropping into the LGBT Centre at 11 Dixon Street and whiling a few hours away over a cup of coffee in the GLC café/bar? Whatever you fancy, check out the listings page at the back for further details.

Well that’s it folks, next month there will be a new voice and a new point of view. Overall it’s been fun, often disenchanting, sometimes downright depressing, but overall fun. I learned a lot and maybe you learned a little. Life goes on, the beat goes on and I go on and on and on ... But no more!

Remember folks whatever you find to do: be safe.

Finally in the words of a man who will be sadly missed. “May your god go with you.” Cheers Dave, wherever you are.

Angharad
E-mail: Angharad@drink.demon.co.uk
Licensed By Glasgow City Council
Glasgow’s Cleanest & Friendliest Sauna
For Gay & Bi Sexual Men

£8.50
ANYTIME

Mon-Sun 12noon -10pm

3rd Floor
27 Union Street
Glasgow G1 3RB

Tel: 0141 221 0415
www.relaxcentral.co.uk

coming soon

burly

glasgow
@ the arches
midland street
Fri 1 April £8 / £10 10:30 - 3 am
1st Friday of every month

edinburgh
@ The Commplex
commercial street
Sat 16 April £8 10:30 - 3 am [tbc]
3rd Saturday of every month [tbc]

resident dj’s dave and hifisean
dv8scots.co.uk 07930 357 401

dress code
denim, sports, industrial,
uniform, rubber, kilts, leather
burly - designed to be cruiser

SPORTSWEAR MONTH
PHACE Scotland Grampian has finally moved to their new offices at 1 Waverley Place, Aberdeen. Located just a couple of minutes from the top of Union Street in the heart of Aberdeen’s West End, the new offices are located on the ground floor making them accessible for all. Mark Thomson (Project Manager) informed me that he would like to see the emphasis moving away from purely Gay Men’s Health to a more inclusive service for the whole LGBT community with the space being used by all the LGBT groups in the area for meetings and training events.

In order to attract lesbian and transgendered groups they have completely toned down the male-dominated theme of the previous offices. Mark is also keen to build up a library of LGBT resources and would like people to donate books and leaflets especially from the Lesbian and Transgendered community. In addition to the North East Scotland Gay Group, Icebreakers and a group offering Support for Mental and Sexual Health (SMASH) they are hoping to start a youth group for 16-25 year olds. For further information the contact number for the offices is 0845 241 2151 (all calls are charged at local call rate).

Mark Thomson will be launching himself out of a plane at 15,000 feet complete with parachute next month. The event that takes place on Sat 23rd Apr at Aucterdaurder and will raise funds for PHACE Scotland, which is celebrating its 10th Anniversary this year. Anyone wishing to sponsor Mark can contact him at the new PHACE offices.

The Equality Network are organising the 9th Equality for All Conference to be held on Sat 9th Apr in the Aberdeen University’s Elphinstone Hall at Kings College. This day is for all LGBT groups, businesses, individuals and supporters of LGBT equality in Scotland and aims to identify and discuss current issues, enable the voices of LGBT people to be heard, promote networking and to foster co-operation within the community. The day starts at 10.30am with speeches from Ailsa Spindler of the Equality Network and John Wilkes of the Equal Opportunities Commission. A charge of £10 per person includes refreshments, buffet lunch and post conference documents. Application forms are available from the usual venues or website, at http://www.prideinaberdeen.org.uk/ or E-mail: info@prideinaberdeen.org, Tel: Aberdeen (01224) 644101 for updates and further information. PRIDE in Aberdeen 2005 will be going ahead, so keep yourself in the know by asking.

The performance of Torch Song Trilogy by Aberdeen Cares Drama Company has sadly been postponed indefinitely after the lead actor landed a lead part in a West End show in London. This production has been dogged by bad luck so the decision was taken to drop it for now. However Mark Thomson has written a new play with the aim of having it performed for World Aids Day in December. The finishing touches are being put to the script and Mark hopes to cast this around Jul/Aug.

Guys cruising at Golden Square and Duthie Park may have noticed an increased police activity recently. This was in response to recent incidents and Mark Thomson says that they were not out to specifically target guys cruising. Anyone stopped by the police while cruising does not have to give any reason for being there if they don’t want to although car registration numbers may be recorded.

I’d like to turn to the subject of Outing. Now I’m not a big fan of outing anyone against their will as it is a decision for the individual to take when they are ready. The decision to stop leading a double life should not be taken lightly but there comes a time you need to grab life by the balls and say ‘Yes this is who I am’. Once taken, this decision is not easy to reverse. Once started, it is then a process that needs repeating for each new situation you find yourself in. As you gain in confidence, you build up a circle of gay friends and perhaps even a few straight ones too. Leading a double life is never satisfactory but it is possible to change for the better. But I am not talking about a person here – in fact I would like to out Bar Indigo (Aberdeen’s Premier Gay Venue), closed at the end of the Adelphi and masquerading under the name of Oh Henry’s, after 18 months it’s time to stop the dual identity. Stand up and be proud to proclaim that you are ‘Bar Indigo’ and place a nice wee sign at your entrance and perhaps a slightly larger one at the archway into the Adelphi. I’m not asking for rainbow flags and pink neon on Union Street for that would surely upset ‘outraged of Mannofield’. But a nice sign with the name on it would stop all those embarrassing moments when locals new to the scene and visitors to Aberdeen stagger along the locals new to the scene and tourists to Aberdeen stagger along the Adelphi searching in vain and finally stumble down the steps of Oh Henry’s to ask bemused bar staff where Bar Indigo is. These signs have been promised for the last 18 months but we wait with bated breath to see if anything happens.

Anyway with the merest hint of Spring with warmer weather this week, and the inevitable sap rising, have fun out there and stay safe.

Tivoli
E-mail: Tivoli_abdn@yahoo.co.uk
Election time again. Tony Blair (Labour), Michael Howard (Tory), Charles Kennedy (LibDems) and Caroline Lucas (Greens) all put their case in The Scotsman for why we should vote for them. (Don’t expect to read Jack licking our arse in ScotsGay, he was otherwise engaged in The Scottish News of the World, reassuring guys who get a ston’ner watching Britney Spears dancing in a school uniform, just how tough Labour is on chicken chasers). Cynically turning abortion into an election issue, the Catholic Church were right behind Tory leader Michael Howard on his demands for the tightening of rules on abortion following his piece in women’s mag, Cosmo. “It was, as far as it went, a masterstroke”, praised Fraser Nelson in The Scotsman. That those who would promote abstinence before better sex education are championing this issue should come as no surprise.

‘Christian thugs’ they were called in the House of Commons. So what were they up to now? Scotland’s Maggie’s Centres, a cancer charity, had decided to turn down a financial gift after “militant Christian opponents of Jerry Springer – The Opera” warned them it was not in their interest to accept “tainted” money from a charity performance. They threatened to jam the Maggie’s Centres switchboard, picket their branches and ensure donations would dry up from good Christians. Stand up, please, so we can see you, Stephen Green and his grubby little shower of militant half-wits. They are guilty of circulating home addresses and telephone numbers of senior BBC figures, whereupon some on the list received threatening calls and threatening to racketeers to abortion clinics. Ladies and gentlemen, welcome to the whacko world of Christian Voice and their sweet rendition of ‘Christian spirit’! Nothing new to us shirt-lifters, of course, but enough to have everyone else choking on their Pot Noodles! Bury your heads in shame, the lot of you! Self-opinionated do-gooder with more time on her hands now she can’t butcher foxes, Mrs Katie Grant in The Sunday Times Scotland was “not so sure”. She added: “It should neither surprise nor horrify us…” that “when a show such as Jerry Springer – The Opera apparently tries to create a more positive image for itself by linking up with a reputable charity, many people will see red”. She insisted that those who campaigned against the show “were not all ardent Christians or prudes” adding: “If Christian Voice wants to suggest to Maggie’s Centres that they should think hard before accepting any money from Jerry Springer – The Opera they are within their rights to do so. What’s more, if Christian Voice really believes the money to be so badly tainted that its acceptance might put off other potential donors, it is its duty to say so”. And there ended the sermon of Mrs Grant. Stephen Green squealed in The Independent: “All I did was explain that if they carried on they would cause offence to Christians, who are known for being generous…”. Magnus Linklater, a columnist in Scotland on Sunday begged to differ.

“…They deserve to be exposed for what they really are – intolerant, vindictive and unforgiving. This is not the true voice of Christianity and it deserves to be shouted down at every opportunity”.

‘Miss’ Green flounced back in The Sunday Herald: “No wonder so many men have drifted away from the church: they need something to do rather than sitting back in quiet acceptance. They need a war – and we will give them one to fight”. I think someone beat him to it. Some disgruntled so-and-so found what appeared to be Stephen Green’s mobile number and distributed it on the Internet.

The Pope, beautified in John MacLeod’s critique in The Scottish Daily Mail as something of a ‘dignified Christian’, wrote: “…It is a curious moral logic that denies critique to dignified Christians but grants open season on the Pope’s reputation from the unlovely, godless ranks of secular humanism.” (Not half as unlovely as abusing human rights and bringing misery and despair upon gay Catholics). And I don’t know what papers John MacLeod reads, or to which serried ranks of godless secular humanists he’s supposed to be referring, because I’ve certainly not seen them! And he can’t blame us this time, because at the last count, as columnists go, he’s the only gay in the Scottish media. Heaping praise on John Paul II, MacLeod likened him to former US president, Ronald Reagan, (excuse me while I puke over the front row), adding: “His other great achievement has been sustained defiance of what he has succinctly called ‘the culture of death’ – abortion, euthanasia, artificial contraception, eugenic medicine and homosexual practices. It is courageous and it has exposed him to malignancy and, at times, very silly attacks. One often hears demands that Rome should sanction the use of condoms against AIDS – as if the call to simple chastity were not both coherent and adequate. Rome goes too far on one front. No sensible Protestant can condemn the use of artificial contraception in marriage, so long as the specific means do not kill a fertilised embryo and it is used responsibility to plan one’s offspring, rather than selfishly to avoid having them. But there is little else with which any Christian could disagree. Some pronouncements put modern evangelicism to shame: one 1986 epistle, On the Pastoral Care of Homosexual Persons, is a model both of Scriptural logic and humane common sense”. Is it? Constructed on the sort of theological claptrap that swept scientific research aside and made gay sex worse than bird flu, it explains: “…It is a more or less a strong tendency ordered toward an intrinsic moral evil; and thus the inclination itself must be seen as an objective disorder. Therefore special concern and pastoral attention should be directed toward those who have this condition, lest they be led to believe that the living out of this orientation in homosexual activity is morally acceptable option. It is not”. And neither is a troubled homosexual, praising the labelling of homosexual practices as a culture of death, a courageous or great achievement. What happened to John MacLeod’s apology to gays, printed in ScotsGay magazine all those years ago, for suggesting in The Herald – a paper he was sacked from for equally offensive comments suggesting murdered schoolkids Holly Wells and Jessica Chapman would’ve been saved had they been in church at the time – that gays were simply “not equipped to live”? I think it ran something along the lines of:
“I unequivocally apologise for the offensive and absurd comments in that column and in others of similar vein… I hope anyone hurt by these – and I am thinking especially of young people in isolated, rural and perhaps unco guid Scots communities – will forgive me”. About as much chance as we’ll forgive the vile newspaper that now employs him! Andy Collier (…I’ve no idea) was up next in The Scottish Daily Mail, a few days later, penning a column on the “unholy alliance trying to silence Scots Christians”. Now chance would be a fine thing! They never shut it! Excluding “other faith groups”, the culprits were described as “New Labour MSPs, councillors, trendy pressure groups and sanctimonious do-gooders”. The mind boggles. They were all operating “under the insidious influence of the secular-humanist society”. More “cleverer” and “more subtle” than others who attacked “Scotland’s native faith protecting “the standards, doctrine and moral values Christians hold dear” which, of course, included “attempts to favour gay relationships over conventional family life”. Exactly how gay relationships were supposed to be ‘favoured’ over and above those of straights, Mr Collier didn’t say. Presumably he meant the sort of civil partnerships only gays can enter into, in which case, we look forward to only gays can enter into, in the sort of civil partnerships didn’t say. Presumably he meant be ‘favoured’ over and above relationships were supposed to family life.

Ah, tabloid innocence! “SCUM OF A PREACHER MAN”, was a play on words using a dirty by our very own Dusty Springfield to allude to 19-year-old Ewan Gurr, a church drummer for Dundee’s Full Gospel Church and party member of the racist British National Party. As the editorial pointed out: “On a Sunday, the clergyman’s son preaches Christianity but the rest of the week he preaches hate”. There was a note of astonishment that the two could possibly be connected. Er, hello?

Prudery

Where are we going with this? Only in the USA could they ban athletes who wore nae knickers under their kilts whilst competing in the Highland games in Arizona. Clearly, the Land of the Free has gone the same way as Freddy Laker’s cheap Atlantic flights. Organiser, Ryan Seckman’s excuse was that he wanted to make sure it was a “family day out”. Presumably families in Arizona wear their knickers like Action Man’s: glued to their bodies. It could be worse. How about being served with a court order for wearing them? That’s what happened to Caroline Shepherd from East Kilbride after she answered the door in her pants! The anti-social behaviour order, originally designed to discipline unruly youths from drunken behaviour in the streets, was being used to instil police morality into our dress code. If the report in The Daily Record was anything to go by, holding “wild parties” suggested a moral angle other than any real unsociable behaviour like making a lot of noise. But there’s more. It seems, according to a lawyer, Linda Kinarston, on the Shetland Isles, bum-grabbing is commonplace up there. And she should know, she admits been on both the receiving and giving end of it. But before we all book the ferry, how was it that 56-year-old Alan Smith ended up in court with a £400 fine? According to the report in The Daily Record: “(We all pinch each other’s bottoms at Up Helly Aa)”, most of the 70 islanders on the wee Orkney Isles were apparently baffled by the charge, which was apparently a common practice at festivals like Up Helly Aa. The Sheriff told Mr Smith as in: like it was a bad thing: “It is very clear that you now have a reputation even with half a community in Shetland as a dirty old man”.

In last month’s Monitor I criticised the publication of pictures taken at No 18 sauna in Edinburgh suggesting police had used them during an investigation of Delwyn Williams who had worked there. I want to make clear, a reporter working for The Sunday Mail had taken these pictures and that the police, who have expressed concern about the article in The Sunday Mail, had acted properly throughout. No police surveillance of No 18 or its staff was ever carried out and Delwyn Williams has been entirely happy with the support from Lothian and Borders Police and the Gay Police Association.

garry@scottishmediamonitor.com

Read the papers, post your comments or search for material at the SCOTTISH MEDIA MONITOR website: http://www.scottishmediamonitor.com

ScotsGay supports the work of Outrage!
P O Box 17816, London SW14 8WT.

Donations welcome.
www.outrage.org.uk

CUT IT OUT …

Gerald Warner in Scotland on Sunday: “That an assault on an average citizen should be punished with one-quarter the severity of an equally violent attack on a member of another race or religion – or, soon, a homosexual – is a travesty of justice… A moral revolution has been effected in recent years. Everything that was honoured for centuries – patriotism, Christianity, family – is now trampled and derided; everything that was abhorred – surrender of sovereignty, abortion – is promoted and applauded… Good is bad. Bad is good”. Nurse! The screens! Fought over by right-wing Scottish newspapers, the opinion of Conservative, Catholic, hunt-happy Mrs Grant in The Scotsman on the middle classes: “The middle classes are, in the main, law-abiding people. They pay their taxes and bills on time or near enough. They do not dump rubbish or spray graffiti. They go to their doctor rarely, and when in hospital – provided they are physically able – clean the bathroom before and after use. They are reasonably environmentally friendly, and, in the park, carry bags to scoop up after their dogs. They do their best for their children, and while many middle-class parents are too on boorish teenagers, these same teenagers usually eventually grow up to be law-abiding, bill-paying, dog-scooping creatures too… The best thing Scots can do, so we are told from on high, is to work to get all independent schools closed down so that all Scottish children can sink to the same level as the wag who plastered an exceptionally rude word over the wing mirror of my car last week, but spelled the rude word wrong”.
Discrimination at work
It’s so over

New laws mean you don’t have to put up with grief over your sexual orientation.

Not anymore

The treatment that gay men, lesbians and bisexuals have had to swallow because of their sexual orientation – stuff like sacking, harassment, fewer perks, lack of promotion, is now over.

Finished. Against the law.

Just make sure you use that law.

Visit the Stonewall website for more details, a copy of our employees briefing, good practice for employers and frequently asked questions. (click the employment guides logo)

www.stonewall.org.uk

Stonewall

46 Grosvenor Gardens, London SW1W 0EB
020 7881 9262
employmentteam@stonewall.org.uk
Hello everybody! Well folks it’s the standard fare in Dundee, so here goes with a quick round up of the usual suspects.

Charlie’s Bar will be having their quiz night on Tuesday 5th of April, whilst DJ Ross provides the tunes for the dance floor on Friday and Saturday nights.

Brooklyn’s Bar and Out also have the regular karaoke, competitions and offers on, details as advertised on the premises.

Diversitay will have their Ice Breaker social on the third Wednesday of the month, (by my reckoning the 20th of April) at the Braes on Perth Road, full details can be obtained from contacting the Diversitay switchboard on Monday from 7-10pm - Tel: Dundee (01382) 202620.

I’ve noticed that Beverli and Tina are no longer at the Inverpark Hotel, so guess that the place has reverted back into the hands of the locals and old folks doing their holidaying on the costa-del-brothick.

Further afield, there is an Equality for All conference taking place in Aberdeen on the 9th of April. I mention it as I believe it presents an opportunity to raise some of the issues us folks above the central lowlands may have to national organisations. All the details about this conference are written up by the wonderful Duncan in the Aberdeen article.

That’s the lot for this month, any events to be covered or comments to the usual e-mail.

Chris

E-mail: courier_chris@yahoo.co.uk
Call Scotland’s own chat & date service.

- Listen to messages
- Leave your own message
- Meet local laddies!

IT’S ONLY TEN PENCE PER MINUTE!!
THAT’S ALL!!

Call 08712 20 99 99

or text SCOTSGAY to 69005

Text cost 50p to send
To reply to ScottsGay Voice Ads, phone 09068 556612 (calls charged at 60p per minute) and use the number at the end of the ad. You can leave your own ad FREE on FREEphone 0800 138 4121.

MAN 2 MAN 4 ONE 2 ONE
It’s completely FREE to place your ad by phone on
0800 138 4121
09068 556612
Advertisers get their own private voice mailbox and can pick up replies on
09068 556612
Why not suck it and see?

We’ll not only print your ad in our next few issues, but it will also be available for telephonic callers to our browse hotline on
09068 556612

Why not suck it and see?

Calls to 09068 numbers cost 60p per minute at all times.

(Advertisers of service: All messages must be 30 words or under. Ads will run for up to 3 issues. We will not be responsible to advertisers who have not collected replies for more than 28 days. service supplied by TeleMedia, PO Box 425, HES, 252a The Crescent, Hove, East Sussex, BN3 2AS. 10am - 6pm weekdays 0800 121 1220 (not a premium rate number).

SHAVED WANTS Hairy
Edinburgh straight, 35, looking for something
unique. Likes 18-20 year olds, likes to
know you. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 6471.

SLIM SLAVE
51 year old chubby, smooth-bodied gay from a
visit to me. Spanking, tawse and cane are what
I need in my life. I am looking for a hairy, mas-
culine young bloke 21-32, ideally a man-
looking, honest and caring. He is 5'9" tall with
short black hair and brown eyes. Edinburgh.
Phone 09068 556612 - Number 6471.

CAPITAL CHAP
It’s a very hot one today. Hopes to meet all gay
men in the office today. Phone 09068 556612 -
Number 6672.

CAPTAIN CHAP
Hey, looking for a phone sex buddy. Phone
09068 556612 - Number 6673.

TAKING A HOLIDAY
Wants to meet a similar man who is
looking for something unique.
Phone 09068 556612 - Number 6674.

SKINNY GUY
Skinny, 42 years old. I am looking for some
adventure.
Phone 09068 556612 - Number 6675.

SLIM SLAVE
51 year old chubby, smooth-bodied gay from a
visit to me. Spanking, tawse and cane are what
I need in my life. I am looking for a hairy, mas-
culine young bloke 21-32, ideally a man-
looking, honest and caring. He is 5'9" tall with
short black hair and brown eyes. Edinburgh.
Phone 09068 556612 - Number 6471.

GAY SLAVE
Young gay male, 23 year old, 5'9" tall and
looking for someone with no strings attached.
Contact me now!
Phone 09068 556612 - Number 6676.

SORE BOTTOMS
SORE BOTTOMS
Phone 09068 556612 - Number 5830.

GLASS BOTTOMS
GLASS BOTTOMS
Looking for someone to give me the glass.
Phone 09068 556612 - Number 5831.

LIFE AFTER 50
1. "Old-fashioned" Spanish guy, 61 years old.
Looking for something unique.
Phone 09068 556612 - Number 5832.

EVERY MAN IN HIS DEGREE
Looking for similar.
Phone 09068 556612 - Number 5833.

SORE BOTTOMS
SORE BOTTOMS
Phone 09068 556612 - Number 5830.

GLASS BOTTOMS
GLASS BOTTOMS
Looking for someone to give me the glass.
Phone 09068 556612 - Number 5831.

LIFE AFTER 50
1. "Old-fashioned" Spanish guy, 61 years old.
Looking for something unique.
Phone 09068 556612 - Number 5832.

EVERY MAN IN HIS DEGREE
Looking for similar.
Phone 09068 556612 - Number 5833.

LIFE AFTER 50
1. "Old-fashioned" Spanish guy, 61 years old.
Looking for something unique.
Phone 09068 556612 - Number 5832.

EVERY MAN IN HIS DEGREE
Looking for similar.
Phone 09068 556612 - Number 5833.

LIFE AFTER 50
1. "Old-fashioned" Spanish guy, 61 years old.
Looking for something unique.
Phone 09068 556612 - Number 5832.

EVERY MAN IN HIS DEGREE
Looking for similar.
Phone 09068 556612 - Number 5833.

LIFE AFTER 50
1. "Old-fashioned" Spanish guy, 61 years old.
Looking for something unique.
Phone 09068 556612 - Number 5832.

EVERY MAN IN HIS DEGREE
Looking for similar.
Phone 09068 556612 - Number 5833.
MATURE CHUM WANTED with. If you are still reading this, then willing. Box SG62105.

16-26 who are hot and willing to learn. Do you agree. Write soon. Waiting for you.

I'm Jessie, 18, gay, looking for friendship both males and females and would not enjoy with other men. I enjoy pleasuring

Dundee area. I am very clean, discreet and size queens need NOT apply. Small black guy seeks sub, straight guy, or straight couple. Seeks fun times with guy 16-22. Phone 011-281-6501.

ROCK MY WORLD

FOOTBALL TEAM

DUNDEE FOOTBALL CLUB

Tips bi guy, 44, into bondage, looking for...
**NEW - EDINBURGH**


**TEN INCH - GLASGOW**

Cory - 21 year old Glasgow Gay Escort. Tall, slim and smooth with long legs to play with. Versatile and horny. Can accommodate in Glasgow or visit you. Call Cory 0141 874 1442. (624)

WHERE TO STAY

ALL NEW, ALL GAY GUESTHOUSES - EDINBURGH


GLASGOW & EDINBURGH!


**LET SCOTSGAY CUM ON YOUR COMPUTER**

WWW: http://www.scotsgay.co.uk

**ABERDEEN ESCORT/MASSEUR**

Seventeen year old schoolboy. Computer literate and happy to service all, gay, bi, straight. Regular rate: £40. All rates negotiable. Can service for individuals and couples. Sexwork Always Welcome. (624)

**GLASGOW CITY CENTRE**

Eros, hit, fit, gym look and toned dark and very energetic, offering full body all areas experienced in 5 summers. Hit, fit, topless massage. Topqual massage therapist included. Satisfaction guaranteed. 07959 175995. (624)

**AVAILABLE TONIGHT: SCOTSGAY**

WWW: http://www.scotsgay.co.uk

---

**CROSSLYNX NATIONAL TV/TS/TG HELPLINE**

Mon - 7.30-10pm. Phone: 0141-446 0787

WWW: http://www.croslynx.org.uk

**CUMBRIA AND THE BORDERS GAY HELPLINE**

Nightly 4pm. Phone: Bassetwath Lake (01768) 736244

**DIVERSITY LGBT SWITCHBOARD (DUNDEE)**

Mon - 7-10pm. Phone: Dundee (01382) 202620 Write: PO Box 53, Dundee. DDI 3YQ.

WWW: http://www.diversity.org.uk

**FIVE HATE CRIME REPORTING HELPLINE**

24 hours. Phone: Freephone 0800 389 1425

A freephone number for people who wish to report to Five Constabulary crime motivated by hate. For further information about the service or becoming a trained helpline volunteer, please see us online!

**HOMOPHobic CRIME LINE**

Nightly 7-9pm. Phone: 0113 279 6079

WWW: http://www.centralscotland.police.uk/gb

**LOTHIAN GAY AND LESBIAN SWITCHBOARD**

Nightly. 7.30-10pm. Phone: 0131-537 0751

Email: switchboard@rapidial.co.uk

WWW: http://www.sgls.org.uk

**STRAIGHTLY GAY AND GAY FRIENDLY Switchboard**

Nightly 7-10pm. Phone: 0141-447 0447

WWW: http://www.ssgls.org.uk

---

**HELPLINES AND SWITCHBOARDS**

---

**Personal Ad: FREE!**

---

**Credit Card**

---

**Send to:-** ScotsGay Magazine P.O.Box 8666

---

**EDINBURGH E5 7YW**

---

---

---

---
venues and emporia

Aberdeen

Aberdeen Women's Centre* 50 Broomhill Street. Tel: 01224 129661. Well appointed, friendly atmosphere where all women are welcome without prejudice. Regular events for gay, bisexual and trans women. Access for disabled. No smoking policy. For more details about us: see our website. www.aberdeenwomen.org.uk

Bar

BIDGI'S 3-5 Victoria Street. Tel: 01224 535111. Sun 12noon-3pm, Mon-Fri 11.30am-10.30pm. Friendly staff and relaxed atmosphere. Voted as one of the top 5 gay friendly pubs in Aberdeen. Free city centre parking. A gay friendly venue.

Believe It

39-41 Union Street. Tel: 01224 535111. Sun 12noon-3pm, Mon-Fri 11.30am-10.30pm. Friendly staff and relaxed atmosphere. Voted as one of the top 5 gay friendly pubs in Aberdeen. Free city centre parking. A gay friendly venue.

Believe It

39-41 Union Street.Tel: 01224 535111. Sun 12noon-3pm, Mon-Fri 11.30am-10.30pm. Friendly staff and relaxed atmosphere. Voted as one of the top 5 gay friendly pubs in Aberdeen. Free city centre parking. A gay friendly venue.

Birks

21 Union Street. Tel: 01224 535111. Sun 12noon-3pm, Mon-Fri 11.30am-10.30pm. Friendly staff and relaxed atmosphere. Voted as one of the top 5 gay friendly pubs in Aberdeen. Free city centre parking. A gay friendly venue.

British Oak

21 Union Street. Tel: 01224 535111. Sun 12noon-3pm, Mon-Fri 11.30am-10.30pm. Friendly staff and relaxed atmosphere. Voted as one of the top 5 gay friendly pubs in Aberdeen. Free city centre parking. A gay friendly venue.

British Oak

21 Union Street. Tel: 01224 535111. Sun 12noon-3pm, Mon-Fri 11.30am-10.30pm. Friendly staff and relaxed atmosphere. Voted as one of the top 5 gay friendly pubs in Aberdeen. Free city centre parking. A gay friendly venue.

British Oak

21 Union Street. Tel: 01224 535111. Sun 12noon-3pm, Mon-Fri 11.30am-10.30pm. Friendly staff and relaxed atmosphere. Voted as one of the top 5 gay friendly pubs in Aberdeen. Free city centre parking. A gay friendly venue.

British Oak

21 Union Street. Tel: 01224 535111. Sun 12noon-3pm, Mon-Fri 11.30am-10.30pm. Friendly staff and relaxed atmosphere. Voted as one of the top 5 gay friendly pubs in Aberdeen. Free city centre parking. A gay friendly venue.

British Oak

21 Union Street. Tel: 01224 535111. Sun 12noon-3pm, Mon-Fri 11.30am-10.30pm. Friendly staff and relaxed atmosphere. Voted as one of the top 5 gay friendly pubs in Aberdeen. Free city centre parking. A gay friendly venue.

British Oak

21 Union Street. Tel: 01224 535111. Sun 12noon-3pm, Mon-Fri 11.30am-10.30pm. Friendly staff and relaxed atmosphere. Voted as one of the top 5 gay friendly pubs in Aberdeen. Free city centre parking. A gay friendly venue.

British Oak

21 Union Street. Tel: 01224 535111. Sun 12noon-3pm, Mon-Fri 11.30am-10.30pm. Friendly staff and relaxed atmosphere. Voted as one of the top 5 gay friendly pubs in Aberdeen. Free city centre parking. A gay friendly venue.

British Oak

21 Union Street. Tel: 01224 535111. Sun 12noon-3pm, Mon-Fri 11.30am-10.30pm. Friendly staff and relaxed atmosphere. Voted as one of the top 5 gay friendly pubs in Aberdeen. Free city centre parking. A gay friendly venue.

British Oak

21 Union Street. Tel: 01224 535111. Sun 12noon-3pm, Mon-Fri 11.30am-10.30pm. Friendly staff and relaxed atmosphere. Voted as one of the top 5 gay friendly pubs in Aberdeen. Free city centre parking. A gay friendly venue.

British Oak

21 Union Street. Tel: 01224 535111. Sun 12noon-3pm, Mon-Fri 11.30am-10.30pm. Friendly staff and relaxed atmosphere. Voted as one of the top 5 gay friendly pubs in Aberdeen. Free city centre parking. A gay friendly venue.
Large Spa Pool
Steamroom
Dry Sauna
Labyrinth
Massage
Cafe Lounge
Free Internet
Vertical Tanning

Steamworks

Special
£5-Lockers & £10-Cabins before 3pm mon to fri

Special
Offers
£5-Lockers for students & under 25’s at all times

5 Broughton Market
(between Barony St. & Dublin St.)
Edinburgh

0131 477 3567
11am - 11pm Daily
www.steamworks-sauna.co.uk
MALE FORCE
GAY CHAT
THE UK’S BUSIEST
NEW FEATURE
SWAP MOBILE PHOTOS WHILE U CHAT
FREE* PHOTO UPLOAD
BLACK, ASIAN, LATINO & ORIENTAL
08709 222 931
SCOTTISH SEX DATE DIRECTORY
08709 222 932
CALL NOW AND CONNECT IN SECONDS
From Only 1 1/2 p per min
NO CREDIT CARDS REQUIRED
SUB DOM & LEATHER
08709 222 933
NORTHERN ENGLAND
IRELAND, EAST ANGLIA
WEST COUNTRY
MIDLANDS & WALES
08709 222 934

PO Box 1896 WC1N 3XX. Calls cost 1.5p/min cheap rate 7p/min peak rate. *STANDARD NETWORK CHARGES APPLY